PEMINOLOGY

peminology is bold, raw, and honest. Weaving between
past and present, de Jesús creates a narrative of traumas
that connect girlhood to womanhood. Charting the
intersections of racial and feminist awakenings, these
poems offer avenues for shame and rage to become
strength and resistance. “The Tractor,” “Patriarchy,” and
“Imagine That” are but a few examples of the timely
critiques—anthems, even—that de Jesús situates amidst
her chronology of oppression and opposition. Her
experimentation with form, including the hay(na)ku, the
hay(na)ku sentence, and the pantoum, interrupts Western
poetic conventions as much as the language and imagery
itself. The stand out poem—“Bellies”— followed by
“Pantoum for Eloisa,” explores the heartbreaking
complexities of brown women negotiating motherhood
and white imperialism. This collection will leave you
simultaneously heartbroken and empowered, ready to rise
out of your seat to demand recognition, and sit down with
your child to nurture self-love. A must-read for 2018.
—Linda Pierce Allen, co-editor of Global Crossroads: A
World Literature Reader and Questions of Identity:
Complicating Race in American Literary History

MELINDA LUISA DE JESÚS

Melinda Luisa de Jesús’s debut collection of poems comes
from a space of longing, rebellion, grief, love, poetics and
politics. Bold, unafraid and uncompromising,
peminology carves out a space for de Jesús’ vision and
her generation of Filipinas in immigrant America. She
speaks in multiple voices and registers, as a daughter, to a
daughter, as a mother, to a mother, as a storyteller,
drudging up a past and confronting fiercely the present.
peminology is poetic auto ethnography. It must be read.
It must be heard. It must be listened to. This is AsianAmerica. This is post-Trump’s America. This is the
America we live in.
—Reshmi Dutt-Ballerstadt, author of The Postcolonial
Citizen: The Intellectual Migrant

PALOMA PRESS

Jealousy
1.
Wanting to be blonde-haired, blue-eyed,
small-boned and delicate
ivory-complexioned, sweet and ladylike
a fairy princess,
or green-eyed and red-haired
like a mermaid
Anything but brown-skinned
brown-eyed
black-haired
loud
big
fat
different.
2.
I love your poems
I hate your poems
I want to lick them,
chew the paper they’re on
savor each line
then
swallow them whole
make them mine.
3.
Wishing I felt more connection
Planted in American soil
wilting
bleached
I long to be coconut, carabao brown.

World Book Encyclopedia “S”: How I Learned About
Penetrative Heterosexual Intercourse, AKA “Sex”
For Ann N.
1.
I grew up in the 70s but my household was far from the stereotypical 70s American
family. We weren’t like the Brady Bunch or the Patridge Family; my parents were
emigrants from the Philippines. Catholic, repressed, clueless, you name it. Although
there were 7 of us kids, which tells you something about my parents. Anyway, there was
no Joy of Sex to ogle and giggle over. Just lots of shame and guilt spread thick by the
nuns at school and reinforced by my parents’ silence and subtle delicadeza culture, at
least for girls. My brothers knew all about this stuff way before I did. Apparently the
same applied to Penn Dutch girls, too.
One afternoon in fifth grade my good friend Ann and I decided we wanted to use my
mother’s Singer sewing machine but didn’t want to ask her for permission. Confidently I
told Ann that we could just look up how to thread a sewing machine in the World Book
Encyclopedia at my house and I could take it from there. We grabbed the S encyclopedia
from the living room bookcase then ran downstairs and locked ourselves in the den.
Sitting on the scratchy green sofa together we quickly paged to S-E but overshot it and
found ourselves on S-E-X. I looked at Ann and she at me, and we started reading it
silently together. We got to this triumphant line and started seeing red: “And the man
puts his penis in the woman’s vagina. And some women find this pleasurable.”
Ann whispered it aloud. “And the man puts his penis in the woman’s vagina. And some
women find this pleasurable.” Oh my God! We slammed the book shut, too stunned to
laugh, our furtive sewing expedition forgotten. We stared at each other in shock, hands
over our mouths.
How did we not know about this?
Our parents did this!
Everyone’s parents did this!
Neighbors, our lay teachers.
The people we babysat for…
We couldn’t look at any adults without wondering if they did this too.
It was too disgusting to fathom.
Throughout that school year Ann sent me unsigned notes that just said, “And some
women find this pleasurable.” Why did she have to keep reminding me? It was enough
to make me burst out laughing, then blush and cringe. Thankfully menarche came as a
needed distraction from this terrible information. But it was clear our bodies were
changing, hurtling us towards new and uncharted lands . . .
Ann and I gradually drifted apart. In 9th grade I finally got my wish of transferring to the
local public school. The following year I was shocked to hear that she, now a popular
cheerleader at the local Catholic high school, had been forced to drop out, pregnant with
twins, humiliated and abandoned by her cad of a boyfriend, the star football player who
refused to give up his college scholarship.

For years afterwards I felt weirdly responsible and connected to her story, wondering if
she recalled our innocent meander that afternoon from s-e-w to s-e-x. That one page,
that one letter had changed the world for us, divided it into stark absolutes, before and
after, virgin and whore, innocent and experienced, with no avenues to explore our own
girlish sexual curiosity and pleasure. Like the Virgin Mary herself, we were to let it be
done to us, passive recipients, receptacles; never agents, instigators.
2.
Some learning comes through reading, some through observation;
others demand a definite hands-on approach.
Sex is just like that-an encyclopedia can only offer the most basic information
while the Church and your parents pretend it doesn’t exist outside of marriage.
What to do with these animal urges?
It’s more than simply mind over matter-hormones racing, blood pounding,
bodies growing before your very eyes
weird thoughts and feelings spilling forth, unbidden.
And always, an older boy waiting, willing
to show you the ropes
to take your virginity (another notch on his bedpost)
to fuck and tell--at least in my hypocritical hometown.
Curiosity may not kill the cat
but it can kill a teenage girl’s reputation
disrupt her life, scar her and her family
Meanwhile, those boys carry on, smirking...
Oh, what we risked
for knowledge
for pleasure
for love
These days, I thank the goddess for the internets,
for Youtube, Scarleteen, Amazon Prime.
My advice?
Get yourself a good vibrator, girls, and have at it.
Learn how to please yourself first
then demand the same from everyone who enters your bed.
Life’s too short to rely on accidents
like a slip from -w to -x.
You need a license to drive, right?
Learn to drive and maintain your little red corvette.

Hay(na)ku: Polvo
for my siblings
1.
it’s
hard to
own certain things
our
fucked up
childhoods in amerikkka
how
we tried
to blend in
when
we stuck
out, easy targets
amid
a sea
of white faces
2.
the
bedroom door’s
locked as you
pat
baby powder
on your faces
to
lighten your
skin, the shame
palpable
(don’t tell
mom!) the fear
obvious
in this
ridiculous desperate act
weeping,
i leave
you to it

3.
lessons
from a
steel town childhood:
go
back where
you came from
monkey
don’t your
people eat dog?
turn
the other
cheek little brown
brother
me love
you long time
4.
i
left decades
ago to survive
worked
damn hard
to claim, with
love,
my brown
skin my history
my
unashamed unapologetic
pinay-ness triggers you
old
wounds reopen
powder won’t heal
it’s
not my
problem to fix
your
colonization belongs
to you alone.

